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ABSTRACT

Context. To understand the structure and evolution of massive stars, systematic surveys of the Local Group galaxies have been
undertaken, to find these objects in environments of different chemical abundances. We focus on the metal-poor irregular galaxy
IC 1613 to analyze the stellar and wind structure of its low-metallicity massive stars. We ultimately aim to study the metallicity-
dependent driving mechanism of the winds of blue massive stars and use metal-poor massive stars of the Local Volume as a proxy for
the stars in the early Universe.
Aims. In a previous paper we produced a list of OB associations in IC 1613. Their properties are not only a powerful aid towards
finding the most interesting candidate massive stars, but also reveal the structure and recent star formation history of the galaxy. We
characterize these OB associations and study their connection with the galactic global properties.
Methods. The reddening-free Q parameter is a powerful tool in the photometric analysis of young populations of massive stars, since
it exhibits a smaller degree of degeneracy with OB spectral types than the B−V color. The color–magnitude diagram (Q vs. V) of the
OB associations in IC 1613 is studied to determine their age and mass, and confirm the population of young massive stars.
Results. We identified more than 10 stars with M ≥ 50 M�. Spectral classification available for some of them confirm their massive
nature, yet we find the common discrepancy with the spectroscopically derived masses. There is a general increasing trend of the
mass of the most massive member with the number of members of each association, but not with the stellar density. The average
diameter of the associations of this catalog is 40 pc, half the historically considered typical size of OB associations. Size increases
with the association population. The distribution of the groups strongly correlates with that of neutral and ionized hydrogen. We find
the largest dispersion of association ages in the bubble region of the galaxy where hydrogen is abundant, implying that recent star
formation has proceeded over a longer period of time than in the rest of the galaxy, and is still ongoing. Very young associations are
found at the west of the galaxy far from the bubble region, traditionally considered the sole locus of star formation, but still rich in
neutral hydrogen.
Conclusions. The contrast in the stellar properties derived from photometry and spectroscopy (when the latter is available) shows
that the Q pseudo–color is very useful for estimating the parameters of OB stars when only photometric observations exist. This work
helped define an extensive pool of candidate OB stars for subsequent spectroscopic analyses designed to study the structure and winds
of metal-poor massive stars.
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1. Introduction

The analysis of blue massive stars in nearby galaxies with sim-
ilar chemical conditions to those expected in the early-Universe
has flourished in the past decade. In the currently accepted cos-
mological paradigm, the first metal-poor stars were very massive
and started the reionization of the Universe (Loeb & Barkana
2001). At closer redshifts, the combined emergent flux of the

� Based on observations made with the Isaac Newton Telescope op-
erated on the island of La Palma by the Isaac Newton Group in the
Spanish Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos of the Instituto de
Astrofísica de Canarias.
�� Based on observations made with ESO Telescopes at Paranal
Observatories under programme ID 078.D-0767.
��� Table 1 and Appendices A and B are only available in electronic
form at http://www.aanda.org

massive population dominates the luminosity function of star-
forming galaxies (Steidel et al. 2004). Massive stars are also in-
volved in many other processes that have a general impact on
other astrophysical fields from the recycling of the interstellar
medium (ISM), to powerful sources of energy and momentum
in galaxies, to progenitors of highly disruptive events such as
supernovae or gamma-ray bursts (Petrovic et al. 2005; Woosley
& Bloom 2006).

The characterization of the physical properties of blue mas-
sive stars in the Local Volume, where stellar populations are
still resolved, is therefore crucial for our understanding of
the Universe. The powerful combination of multi-object spec-
trographs and 8–10 m class telescopes enables the study of
vast samples of massive stars in Local Group galaxies (Venn
et al. 2001; Trundle et al. 2002; Urbaneja et al. 2005; Bresolin
et al. 2006, 2007; Castro et al. 2008; Trundle et al. 2007;
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Mokiem et al. 2007; Massey et al. 2009, to name a few). In this
kind of projects, targets are often selected based only on their
apparent magnitude and colors. However, more interesting can-
didates can be found if the target selection criteria considers also
the nurturing population, so masses and ages can be estimated
from isochrone analysis.

Young massive stars are usually found in gravitationally un-
bound quasi-coeval groups known as OB associations. Their
study unveils the details of the most recent star formation
episodes experienced by the host galaxy. OB associations are
also an ideal test-bench to study the evolution of massive stars
because of their small age spread and homogeneous chemical
composition. Even though the concept of OB association has
evolved from an isolated entity to a hierarchical structure with
no defined lengthscale (see review of Elmegreen & Efremov
1998, and references therein), the classical concept is still useful
for sorting massive stars into groups and determining ages and
masses.

We have embarked on a comprehensive description of the
massive stellar population of IC 1613, a nearby irregular galaxy
of the Local Group (d = 714.5 kpc, Dolphin et al. 2001). Its
stellar population is well resolved and concentrates in the central
9′×9′ (see Garcia et al. (2009), and references therein). However,
our interest in IC 1613 resides in its extremely low metallicity,
lower than the SMC’s (0.04 to 0.2 Z� Talent 1980; Davidson &
Kinman 1982; Dodorico & Dopita 1983; Peimbert et al. 1988;
Kingsburgh & Barlow 1995; Tautvaišienė et al. 2007; Herrero
et al. 2010). By studying its OB types, we can learn how the for-
mation and evolution of massive stars operates at low metallicity,
hence derive a template for the deeper universe.

To understand the population of massive stars in IC 1613,
we produced a catalog of OB associations which was presented
in the first paper of this series (Garcia et al. (2009), hereafter
Paper I). The catalog was built from very deep photometry
(down to V ∼ 25), covering completely the visually brightest
center of IC 1613, with a field of view of 34′ × 34′. Stellar coor-
dinates were provided with very accurate astrometry, and can be
used directly to produce an input catalog for multi-object spec-
trographs even with fiber-based instruments. The OB association
list was produced by applying our friends-of-friends code (after
Battinelli 1991), to a list of candidate blue massive stars chosen
on the basis of their reddening-free Q pseudo–color. The study
of OB associations provides information on distance and redden-
ing, and helps constrain the recent star formation history of the
parent galaxy, as well as the high-mass end of the initial mass
function (Massey et al. 1995; Humphreys 1978). Previous anal-
yses of the OB associations of IC 1613 exist, but are either based
on photographic-plate photometry (Hodge 1978) or do not cover
the entire galaxy (Georgiev et al. 1999).

In this paper, we provide the physical properties of the as-
sociations of the catalog presented in Paper I, derived from their
color–magnitude and color–color diagrams and their comparison
with theoretical isochrones. Our goal is ultimately to compile
a list of targets with relatively high likelihoods of being mas-
sive stars at different evolutionary stages for subsequent spec-
troscopic studies. The article is structured as follows. In Sect. 2,
we provide the details of the analysis, discussing the methodol-
ogy and the error sources. The overall properties of the associa-
tions are discussed in Sect. 3, and compared to previous works.
In Sect. 4, we discuss the age distribution of the associations,
and comment on their relative distribution with respect to the
galaxy’s hydrogen reservoir. The most massive stars of IC 1613
are presented in Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6 collects the conclusions.

For a detailed description of the galaxy, we refer the reader to
Paper I.

2. Characterization of the OB associations
in IC 1613

The origin, formation, and identity of OB associations remains a
subject of debate. There is growing evidence that star formation
is a hierarchical process with no specific lengthscale (Elmegreen
& Efremov 1998; Sánchez & Alfaro 2009). OB associations
would inherit such a hierarchical structure, their “typical” size-
scales being the consequence of a definition that selects a sub-
group of the continuous of star formation: for instance, associ-
ations must have at least one O-type star and be younger than
10 Myr. In addition, automatic algorithms such as the one we
used to build our catalog of OB associations are affected by ge-
ometrical effects intrinsic to the method (Bastian et al. 2007).
Instrumental effects may also play an important role, as we ex-
plain in the Appendix B. This having been said, we use the asso-
ciation listings of Paper I not as rigid physical populations, but as
an efficient division of stars to study their age and mass, and as
reservoirs of objects towards follow-up studies of extragalactic
massive stars.

The catalog of OB associations was built from observations
of IC 1613 with the 2.5 m Isaac Newton Telescope (INT) us-
ing the wide field camera (WFC). The field of view is 34′ ×
34′ (therefore covering the whole galaxy) with a resolution
of 0.33′′/pixel. The faint limit is V = 25, and the maximum
V-magnitude error for a V = 23 star is 0.1 mag. More details
on photometric errors and the estimated contamination by field
stars are provided in Paper I. All the photometric magnitudes
and stellar identifiers used in this work are taken from the cata-
log presented in Paper I unless otherwise noted.

2.1. The Q parameter: a powerful tool for studying young
stellar populations

This work is based on the analysis of OB associations using
the Q vs. Vcorr diagram, where Q is the reddening-free color
Q = (U − B) − 0.72 × (B − V) and Vcorr is the apparent magni-
tude corrected from extinction (see next section). We preferred
to use the Q vs. Vcorr diagram instead of the B − V vs. V dia-
gram for three reasons: (i) Q is insensitive to extinction as long
as the slope of the reddening function does not deviate signifi-
cantly from the standard (RV = 3.1); (ii) for OB stars, Q exhibits
a stronger dependence on spectral type than B − V; and (iii) the
isochrones are consequently more widely spread in the Q vs.
Vcorr diagram, allowing a more reliable determination of stellar
parameters for the members (see Fig. 4). On the other hand, this
method is affected by two major drawbacks: (i) photometric er-
rors are larger for the Q vs. Vcorr diagram, since three filters
are used in constructing Q; and (ii) the diagram is sensitive to
deviations from the standard slope of the reddening law, which
introduce an unknown error in the Q value. The latter drawback,
however, also applies to analyses based on the B − V vs. V dia-
gram.

Figure 1 shows how Q partially breaks the color degeneracy
of blue massive stars and is therefore useful for estimating stellar
parameters. There is a strong correlation between the Q param-
eter (from our own Paper I photometry) and spectral type from
the sample classified by Bresolin et al. (2007). Most stars with
Q ≤ −0.4 have OB types. This was already shown in Fig. 5 of
Paper I, where we also discussed the possible exceptions to this
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Fig. 1. Q-parameter (from our own photometry, Paper I) as a function of
spectral type (from Bresolin et al. 2007). Different colors and symbols
represent spectral types as indicated in the legend. Size indicates lu-
minosity class (smallest symbols = class V, largest symbols = class I).
The WO and the Be stars have been arbitrarily located in the X-axis.
The Q color increases as we move towards later spectral types. Most
stars with Q ≤ −0.4 are OB, Be, or WR stars.

Fig. 2. Location in the Q vs. Vcorr diagram of the sample stars classified
by Bresolin et al. (2007). Color and symbols have the same meaning
as in Fig. 1. The different groups of stars (O types, B types, Be stars,
and the WO) are located in separated loci of the diagram, with a small
degree of mixing.

statement. While B-type stars exhibit a decreasing Q trend as we
move towards earlier types, the trend flattens for O-stars with
Q � −0.90. Again, except for three B supergiants (out of 24),
all targets with Q ≤ −0.90 are O or Be stars, or the only known
Wolf-Rayet star in IC 1613 (WO 3 type; Kingsburgh & Barlow
1995).

In the Q vs. Vcorr diagram, we see that the different types (O,
B, and Be stars, and the WO) are located in well defined loci with
little mixing (see Fig. 2). The WO and Be stars populate a very
blue region of the diagram, Be stars having typical Qs around
–1.0. As we move towards increasing Q values, we find the few
O stars of the sample of Bresolin et al. and three intruder early-B
supergiants. However, examination of higher resolution spectra
(to be presented in Garcia et al. 2010, in prep.) has led to the

Fig. 3. Effective temperature derived from isochrone analysis as a func-
tion of spectral type. Colors and symbols have the same meaning as in
Fig. 1 except for the magenta symbols. The latter represent the results
on SMC stars by Mokiem et al. (2007) and Massey et al. (2009), and
the calibration of Trundle et al. (2007) for B stars in this galaxy (lines;
thick = supergiants, thin = dwarfs), derived from quantitative spectral
analysis. The WO and the Be stars have been arbitrarily located in the
X-axis. Dotted lines represent the revision of spectral types by Garcia
et al. (2010, in prep.). Teff derived from isochrones for our IC 1613
sample increases with earlier spectral type as expected, but flattens at
O stars, hinting that color degeneracy is still a problem for these types.
The Teff we derived for the IC 1613 stars roughly agrees with the trend
observed in the SMC.

re-classification of some B0/1 supergiants included in both sam-
ples, to the O9 types. We therefore expect the bluest-Q stars of
an association to be O stars and to match the youngest isochrone.

As a final test of the Q-based method, we evaluate the corre-
lation of Teff rendered by isochrone analysis with spectral types.
Fig. 3 shows that the evolutionary Teff increases towards earlier
spectral types, as expected, and flattens for the O-types. There
is a marked dispersion around B0-2 types, which is partly reme-
died after revision of some spectral types from our higher res-
olution spectra. We have also included in Fig. 3 the results of
the quantitative spectroscopic analyses by Trundle et al. (2007),
Mokiem et al. (2007), and Massey et al. (2009) for SMC stars
(we excluded MW and LMC studies to avoid metallicity ef-
fects as much as possible). The temperatures derived by these
works also exhibit some (if milder) dispersion, and experience
flattening of Teff at O-types. Globally speaking, the trend in
Teff derived from isochrones roughly agrees with the spectro-
scopic works, although it is systematically higher. The agree-
ment improves with our revised spectral types, although some
stars still deviate from the main trend. Figure 3 must not be taken
as proof that we can determine accurately spectral subtypes and
Teff for OB stars using the Q vs. Vcorr diagram. Figure 3 instead
illustrates that the results from isochrone analysis are consistent
with spectral types, with some [expected] dispersion.

We are therefore confident that our photometric-based study
produces good first-order results, which are reliable in a statis-
tical sense. However, our results for individual targets must be
interpreted with caution. While we expect that the integrated
properties of associations are reliable, a spectroscopic follow-up
of individual members will be required to confirm their proper-
ties. However, doing so in an external galaxy is very expensive
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in observing time, and a list of the most massive candidates will
be of great help.

2.2. Methodology

We studied the stellar population of the associations by com-
paring the color–magnitude diagram with theoretical isochrones,
and estimated both their age and the mass of the members. We
used the basic grid Z = 0.004 (0.2 Z�) isochrones provided by
Lejeune & Schaerer (2001), who recalculated photometric colors
for the stellar tracks of Charbonnel et al. (1993) using synthetic
stellar spectra. Models with rotation were not used because evo-
lutionary tracks for rotating stars have not been systematically
published. In addition, v sin i is not constant for the members
of a given population, but exhibits a distribution that depends
on the environment where the population formed (Wolff et al.
2007). The variation is seen galactic-wide (see the SMC for ex-
ample, Trundle et al. 2007; Massey et al. 2009) but also in single
OB associations (such as Cep OB2, Daflon et al. 2007).

Nevertheless, rotating and non-rotating tracks are very sim-
ilar at the beginning of the main sequence, and we therefore
expect that the use of non-rotating isochrones will have little
impact on the results for the youngest associations. However,
rotating models are more luminous at later stages of the main
sequence, up to 0.5 mag at the end of the core hydrogen-
burning stage (Maeder & Meynet 2003). As a consequence, stel-
lar masses at that stage may have been overestimated. The im-
pact on age determination is negligible given the intrinsic errors
of this analysis.

As we explained in the previous section, we used the Q vs.
Vcorr diagram to derive the physical properties of the OB as-
sociations. We used the unreddened V-magnitude of the tar-
gets to derive member ages and masses. The color–excess to-
wards individual targets was calculated using the univocal re-
lation between the Q parameter and the intrinsic colors of O
and B stars (see Paper I and Sect. 2.1). According to our anal-
ysis in Paper I, this may introduce an error of 0.3 mag to the
unreddened V-magnitude. The relation was parameterized for
very low metallicity stars by Massey et al. (2000) (see Paper I,
Eq. (3)). As far as we know, no similar relation exists for
later spectral types; since the V-magnitudes of non-OB mem-
bers of the associations could not be dereddened, they were not
taken into account in the age determination. We used isochrones
of log(t[years]) = 5.9, 6.2, 6.5, 6.8, 7.1, 7.4, 7.7, 8.0, and 8.3 for
comparison. The ±0.3 dex age intervals are adequate given the
uncertainty in the location of the stars in the color–magnitude
diagrams due to photometric errors (see the error bars in Fig. 4).
Hence, the derived ages of OB associations have intrinsic errors
of ±0.3 dex.

We examined in parallel our INT-WFC images and com-
plementary VLT-VIMOS images from program 078.D-0767
(Principal Investigator A. Herrero) to discard blends and back-
ground galaxies.

The global procedure is illustrated with an example asso-
ciation in Sect. 2.3, which includes general comments on the
analysis. The color–magnitude and color–color diagrams of all
the associations are published in the online version of the pa-
per. Samples are shown in Figs. A.1–A.4. The derived physical
properties of the associations are provided in Table 1. Neither
background galaxies registered by our code nor OB associations
that did not have at least three stars (labeled “Gal” and “d” in
Paper I) are included here. Some parameters already presented
in Paper I are repeated here for completeness.

2.3. An example: analysis of association #135

We consider the association #135 to illustrate the analysis per-
formed on all the associations.

The color–magnitude diagram B−V vs. V of the association
is shown in Fig. 4a. The isochrones have been shifted to account
for the adopted distance modulus (DM = 24.27 Dolphin et al.
2001) and foreground extinction (E(B − V) = 0.02, Lee et al.
1993). These corrections were applied to the isochrones rather
than to the stars to ensure that when using the diagrams to look
for blue massive star candidates the user can estimate the ap-
parent magnitude and color at a glance. Stars were classified as
either likely OB or non-OB types according to the photometric
criteria summarized in Tables 3 and 4 of Paper I; briefly, stars
with Q ≤ −0.4 are candidate blue massive stars and stars with
Q > −0.4 are all considered non-OB members. The OB stars
of #135 are represented with blue circles in Fig. 4a, and non-
OB stars with red circles. In the background, the catalog of all
stars in IC 1613 with small photometric errors (see Paper I,
Table 2) is drawn for reference.

The color–magnitude diagram displays a nice plume of
young blue stars, with some dispersion at the base. This disper-
sion is normal and caused by a combination of effects: differen-
tial reddening, evolution away from the main sequence, projec-
tion effects, crowding, binarity, or a population that is not totally
coeval. The stars are shifted from the isochrones, indicating that
the reddening correction was insufficient and internal galactic
reddening is at work. Two OB members have large B−V colors:
the inspection of VIMOS images indicates that one of them is
a blend (id: 60382) whereas the other one (id: 62813) appears
to be isolated. These targets were not used for age determina-
tion. No other star shows blends except the second brightest star,
and some targets with very blue Q color (see below). There is
an additional population of 6 non-OB members, 3 of them in the
region of red supergiants. The age of #135 cannot be determined
from the B − V vs. V diagram because the isochrones overlap at
the expected position of OB stars.

The isochrones and association members spread in the Q vs.
Vcorr diagram (see Fig. 4b). In this plot, the isochrones have
been shifted along the Y-axis to account for the DM, but no fore-
ground extinction correction is applied. No correction is needed
along the X-axis since, unless RV � 3.1, Q is unaffected by red-
dening. The total (foreground and local) interstellar absorption
towards each OB member was instead calculated using its Q pa-
rameter, and the subsequent correction (ΔV) was applied to the
observed V-mag (Fig. 4b, diamonds). We note the larger error
bars in Fig. 4b due to error propagation.

The bulk of OB members fall between the log age 6.8 and 7.1
isochrones, but there is a spread in age from log age 5.9 to 7.4.
The spread in ages is seen in a large fraction of the catalog asso-
ciations; we comment on this in Sect. 3. The brightest blue star is
located close to the 6.8 isochrone. The red-supergiant candidates
are consistent with log age 7.1−7.4, and the other red stars with
7.7–8.0; however, no reddening correction has been applied to
their V-magnitude, so the objects may be intrinsically brighter.
Other OB associations of our catalog also have log age = 8.0
red members (see for instance #122, #127, #147 ), which may
be related to the uniform underlying distribution of older stars
reported in IC 1613 (see references in Paper I).

The sequence of stars with very blue Q (∼–1) was not used
in the age and mass determination. Some of them seem to be
blends or extended targets in the images, and are consequently
discarded. The remaining stars with very blue Q were kept as
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Fig. 4. Analysis of association #135, color–magnitude (top) and color–color (bottom) diagrams. Clockwise starting from top-left: a) B − V vs. V ,
b) Q vs. Vcorr, c) U − B vs. Q and d) B−V vs. U − B. The catalog of IC 1613 targets with good photometric quality is plotted with green dots. The
likely OB stars of the association are the blue circles, and the non-OB members are represented in red. The error bars represent photometric errors.
Diamonds in the Q vs. Vcorr diagram represent the OB members, their V-magnitude corrected for extinction (see Sect. 2.1). Note the larger error
bars in this diagram, due to error propagation. In all panels except for the B − V vs. U − B diagram, colored lines represent the 0.2 Z� isochrones
of Lejeune & Schaerer (2001), whose log age is color–coded as indicated in panel a). In the B − V vs. U − B diagram, the dashed lines represent
the reddening vector for O3–O9 stars. The other lines are the calibration of color with spectral type of Allen (2000) for O5-M5 main sequence
stars (green), G5-M5 giants (blue), and O3-M5 supergiants (pink).
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Table 2. Expected Q color changes (Qneb,∗ −Q∗) due to nebular contam-
ination as a function of spectral type.

Region O4 V O4 I O9.5 V O9.5 I B0 V B0 I
#13 0.006 0.002 0.021 0.002 0.040 –0.152
#37 –0.014 –0.021 0.164 –0.021 0.209 –0.212

Notes. The HII regions considered in the simulation are from the cata-
log of Hodge et al. (1990).

valid members; we argue in Sect. 2.4 that these targets may rep-
resent various evolutionary stages of massive stars.

Figure 4c shows the plot of U−B vs. Q. All isochrones over-
lap in this diagram and mark the reddening-free position. The
association points in this diagram have not been corrected for
extinction in U − B. The #135 population is quasi-parallel to but
offset from the isochrones, which once again is indicative of red-
dening. The spread in the alignment is evidence of some internal
reddening.

Finally, Fig. 4d helps us to readily identify the cases of
anomalous reddening, which are likely to correspond to a mis-
leading Q color and require further investigation. These cases
were not automatically discarded, since they may contain mas-
sive stars in interesting advanced stages (see for instance the
location of IC 1613’s LBVc and WR). In association #135,
star 60382 (B − V ∼ 0.3, U − B ∼ −0.7) sits in a locus usu-
ally populated by intruders, targets that entered our catalog be-
cause of their bluish Q but are actually red objects, in most cases
blends or background galaxies. Visual inspection usually suffices
to identify these cases. The other kind of intruders are those with
Q ∼ −0.4. As pointed out in Paper I, the relation between Q and
spectral type is no longer univocal for Q > −0.4. The combina-
tion of the non-monotonic behaviour of the function at spectral
types later than B9 and photometric errors (see Sect. 5.1.1 of
Paper I) may result in F and G stars having Q ∼ −0.4. This
could be the case for 62813 with B−V ∼ 0.5; we note, however,
that this star follows the reddening vector, its position being con-
sistent with that of a very reddened OB star. Spectroscopy is the
only way to confirm beyond doubt that the members are massive
stars, or otherwise.

2.4. Very blue Q members

We often encountered bluer targets than the bluest isochrone
points in the Q vs. Vcorr diagram, as we found for association
#135. Visual inspection indicates that some of these targets are
blends, but a large number of apparently isolated stars display
very negative Q colors. Since some of them are found in regions
with nebulosity, we explore in this section whether nebular con-
tamination can produce very blue Q colors.

The change experienced by magnitude because of nebular
contamination can be written

mneb,∗ − m∗ = −2.5 log

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1 +
∫

Filter · Fneb(λ) dλ∫
Filter · F∗(λ) dλ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (1)

where m∗ and mneb,∗ are the stellar and stellar+nebular mag-
nitudes, Fneb(λ) is the flux of the nebular line, and F∗ is the
stellar flux. If we approximate Fneb(λ) by a Dirac-Delta function
containing all the flux of the nebular line, Eq. (1) now reads

mneb,∗ − m∗ = −2.5 log

[
1 +

Fneb,w

10−0.4 (m∗−C)

]
, (2)

where C is the photometric calibration constant and Fneb,w the
nebular flux weighted by the filter transmissivity.

We used the observed fluxes provided by Lee et al. (2003) for
all the detected nebular lines of Hodge et al. (1990)’s HII region
#13 in IC 1613, and calculated their contribution to the UBV fil-
ters. We simulated the Q color change (ΔQ = Qneb,∗ − Q∗) for
O4 and O9.5 stars of luminosity Classes I and V (see Table 2).
Intrinsic colors were taken from the calibration of Martins &
Plez (2006), and corrected for IC 1613 foreground extinction.
The variations listed in Table 2 amount to a maximum of ΔQ ∼
0.02 for O stars, and cannot explain the very blue colors we find
in the Q vs. Vcorr diagram of some associations, which would re-
quire ΔQ < −0.3 in some cases. The simulated change is larger
(ΔQ ∼ −0.15) for B0 I stars (intrinsic colors from Massey 1998).

The HII region #13 is relatively cold (Te,O+2 < 14 540 K)
and of low density (ne = 100 cm−3), which may explain the
small simulated Q variations. No other absolute line fluxes
are available for IC 1613 HII regions except for Hodge et al.
(1990)’s #37, the nebula ionized by the Wolf-Rayet star of the
galaxy. While still of low density, this nebula is hotter (Te,O+2 =
17 910 K). O stars embedded in this nebula would exhibit bluer
Q color (ΔQ ∼ −0.02) than if located in a region free of ionized
hydrogen, except for the O9.5 V type (ΔQ ∼ 0.16). Again, the
variations would be larger for B0 stars.

These figures indicate that it is difficult to quantify the extent
to which the nebular lines affect the stellar colors, with shifts
in the Q axis working in both directions. The nebular electronic
temperature, density, chemical composition, and the stellar con-
tinuum, all play important roles. However, even when a strong
HII region is present, the induced ΔQs remain modest, unable to
explain the most extreme cases of blue Q.

What are the other possible explanations of the very blue
Q sources, if nebulosity is not their likely origin? There is a
metallicity dependence in the evolutionary models, such that
metal-poorer isochrones display bluer Q colors. We verified that
within the uncertainties in the chemical abundances derived for
IC 1613, the corresponding Q variation (ABS (ΔQ) < 0.1) can-
not account for very-blue Q stars. Moreover, this would not be
consistent with a regular chemical enrichment of the galaxy,
where young OB stars would be the metal-richest. The Q color
may also have been underestimated in the areas of anomalous
reddening slope; however, this cannot be characterized without
spectroscopy or multiband photometry extending towards the in-
frared. The color combination of close stars (either projected tar-
gets or real binary systems) may yield a blue Q color, but their
detection is beyond currently available observations. Extremely-
blue Q objects may also be hot planetary nebulae (hotter than the
HII regions powered by OB stars), but only 10 PN are expected
in IC 1613 and only 2 have been found (Magrini et al. 2005).

Finally, very blue Q objects can represent different evolu-
tionary stages of massive stars than the OB types. We showed in
Sect. 2.1 that Be stars are located in the bluest region of the Q vs.
Vcorr diagram, with Q � −1.0. The Wolf-Rayet star in IC 1613
has Q ∼ −1.35 (see Paper I); in this case, the intrinsic color of
the advanced phase may add to the contamination of the hot sur-
rounding nebula. Hence, we do not discard very blue Q targets as
association members, although they are usually farther from the
isochrones than the error bars and therefore cannot be used for
association age and mass determination. Nonetheless, a spectro-
scopic follow-up to unveil the true nature of very blue Q sources
would be highly interesting.
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Fig. 5. Size distribution of the associations listed in our catalog (solid
line), all having a minimum of 3 good members. The mean size is
6.1′′±4.5′′, and the distribution peaks at 2–6′′. The dotted line is the dis-
tribution of associations with 4 elements or more. The number of small
associations decreases drastically, but for R > 6′′ the function remains
unchanged.

3. Results: Physical properties of the OB
associations

3.1. Size

The interest in finding a typical size-scale for OB associa-
tions is that it relates to the mass of the parent cloud and the
scale of molecular cloud instabilities. Star formation in galac-
tic disks was proposed in the past to have a universal length-
scale of approximately 80 pc (Efremov et al. 1987; Ivanov
1991). The resulting populations would then nest into larger
systems (Efremov et al. 1987) of size ∼0.2 kpc (aggregate),
∼0.6 kpc (complex) and ∼1.2 kpc (supercomplex). As we ex-
plained in Sect. 2, this picture is changing, star formation now
being viewed as a hierarchical process producing groups of stars
enclosed within each group of stars and so forth, and the derived
typical sizes of OB associations being a result of definition. In
this section, we check whether our results agree with the tradi-
tionally accepted typical size, when following a traditional defi-
nition of OB association.

We use the radius of the circle that circumscribes a given as-
sociation as the indicator of its size. Even though this indicator
is inadequate for linear associations and introduces scatter in the
statistics, it clearly represents the association dimensions. Most
of the groups found have a radius of 6′′ or smaller (see Fig. 5).
The average size is 6.1′′ with a large standard deviation of 4.5′′.
At the adopted distance modulus of DM = 24.27, the size of
1′′ corresponds to 3.5 pc, hence our associations have an aver-
age 42.7 pc diameter. There is a marked peak of radius 2′′–6′′,
corresponding to diameters of 14 pc–42 pc. When only associa-
tions with 4 elements or more are considered, the size distribu-
tion does not change at its long end (R = 6′′ or larger, Fig. 5).
However, the number of small associations decreases drastically,
indicating that the average size is shifted towards smaller values
by the groups of three members. The distribution now peaks at
4–7′′ with an average diameter of 59 pc.

A size of 40 pc is half the suggested typical length scale
of OB associations, 80 pc. Our analysis would only match
this figure if we considered 5 OB stars as the smallest group.
Notwithstanding, we would detect no more than 3 or 4 mem-
bers for some typical Galactic OB associations if located at the

Fig. 6. Distribution of the population. To use a convenient scale, as-
sociation #151 with 69 candidate OB stars was not included in this
plot. Besides #151, 4 associations are well populated with more than
20 members. However, most of the groups have 10 or fewer members;
a population of 3 OB stars is the most common.

distance of IC 1613, as we argued in Paper I. Additional instru-
mental effects that may be at work are discussed in Appendix B.
We appear to detect more elementary sub-groups than traditional
OB associations.

One possible explanation of this is that our algorithm de-
tects the denser cores of classical OB associations. Substructure
had already been found in early catalogs of associations made
by eye (Blaauw 1964), but also by Bresolin et al. (1998) and
Pietrzyński et al. (2001, 2005), who both find that associations
larger than 200 pc can be separated into smaller denser groups.
We only find one association of roughly 200 pc in diameter,
#151, and visual inspection indeed reveals that it could be bro-
ken into smaller pieces of high density. Additional associations
of radius larger than 20′′ (i.e. diameter > 140 pc) are also large
groups of the bubble region (#127, #137, #147) and all display
structure. The associations #127 and #137 have a concentration
of central brighter stars with fainter members farther from the
center, following several arc-like structures. In a similar way, the
stars of #147 follow the nebular distribution, but several bright
cores are seen.

Another possible reason for the smaller size of our associa-
tions is the requirement of very accurate U-band photometry of
the members (see Paper I). As the error increases rapidly with
decreasing apparent magnitude, stars that would have been in-
cluded because of their blue B − V colors (like late-B stars or
even hot subdwarfs) are excluded. A smaller number of mem-
bers leads to the inference of a smaller association radius.

3.2. Population

The typical population of the associations in our catalog is less
than 10 members (see the distribution in Fig. 6). We only con-
sidered stars checked against blends when evaluating this num-
ber. Approximately half of the total (44%) are small associa-
tions with 3 members. We find that 21% have 4 members and
34% have a minimum of 5. A significant 10% have more than
10 OB members.

The size of the groups increases with the number of
OB members (see Fig. 7), with a smooth behaviour that can be
fitted by the paraboloid NOB = 0.04 + 0.32 × R + 0.05 × R2.
Although some scatter is seen in Fig. 7, there are no important
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Fig. 7. Size of the associations as a function of the number of OB stars
(crosses). As expected, size increases with increasing number of mem-
bers. The solid line represents the least squares fit to the points: NOB =
0.04 + 0.32 ∗ R + 0.05 ∗ R2.

Fig. 8. The mass of the most massive star of each association is plotted
as a function of the number of bona fide OB members (black symbols).
Red diamonds represent the average Mup of all associations with the
same number of members, their error bars being the standard deviation.
The general trend is that Mup increases with the number of members.
Note however that some poorly populated associations (3-5 members)
also have very high upper masses, as in the case of Orion’s Trapezium.
The most populated association, #151 with 69 members, deviates from
the main trend.

deviations from the general trend. This implies that globally
speaking the population of blue massive stars in IC 1613 exhibits
no region of over-density.

3.3. Stellar masses and environment

The initial and current mass of the most massive member of
each association is registered in Table 1. These figures are ob-
tained from the position of the star in the Q vs. Vcorr diagram,
using the unreddened V-magnitude (see Sect. 2.3). We analyze
in Fig. 8 whether there is a correlation between the current mass
of the most massive member of an association (Mup) and the
number of bona fide OB members (with regular Q-parameter,
no blends). Well-populated associations contain very massive
stars, as expected for a regular IMF. If we consider the aver-
aged Mup of all associations with the same number of elements,
we discern a trend of larger Mup in more populated associations.

Fig. 9. The mass of the most massive star of each association is plotted
as a function of stellar density, estimated as the number of bona fide
OB members divided by the squared radius of the association. Different
symbols represent NOB, as indicated in the legend. Associations #94 and
#184 with density 1.2 and 1.9 are left out of the plot for clarity.

Notwithstanding, some scarcely populated associations with 3
to 5 members also have large Mup. One obvious explanation is
that in these cases the faintest members exist but were not de-
tected, not included in the catalog because of their photometric
errors, or obscured beyond detection by extinction. Another pos-
sibility is that the most massive member is actually multiple. In
addition, the catalog of associations was generated automatically
and their physical identity cannot be assured; as a consequence,
NOB could be different, shifting the association in the X-axis of
Fig. 8. Alternatively, these may be cases of poorly sampled IMF
as happens in our own Galaxy in the Orion Trapezium cluster,
consisting of an O7 V plus three B0.5 V stars.

The most populated association (#151, NOB=69) does not
follow the main trend. In contrast, its upper blue color–
magnitude diagram is very well populated with 4 blue massive
stars (two of them confirmed spectroscopically) plus one star
that could be contaminated by a nearby object. There is also
a large number of targets in the region of Q-color bluer than
the isochrones. As we explained before, they were not used in
our Mup determination; we note, however, that WR and Be
stars could be located in this region of the Q vs. Vcorr diagram,
hence we may be missing “exotic” evolutionary stages for the
mass budget. In addition, #151 encloses the only known SNR
of IC 1613, which most likely formed in a type-II supernova
(Peimbert et al. 1988). However, according to the theoretical
predictions the mass of the progenitor ranges from 8 to 54 M�
(Georgy et al. 2009), still rendering #151 below the main trend
of Fig. 8.

Enhanced extinction expected in this area rich in HI and HII
may have also led to an underestimation of Mup. We also note
that #151 shows some sub-structure. If #151 were separated into
smaller pieces, one of them containing the current most mas-
sive member, the association would follow the main trend. This
example illustrates the uncertainties involved in deriving evo-
lutionary masses, and why a more thorough analysis, including
spectroscopic data, is needed before drawing any strong conclu-
sion about the IMF of any of the associations.

The most massive stars are not found in environments of high
stellar density (represented by the ratio of NOB to the squared
radius) as we show in Fig. 9. The combination of Figs. 8 and 9
hints that it is the total number of members (i.e., the total mass
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Fig. 10. Ages of OB associations in IC 1613. North is left and east is down. The association perimeters are plotted over the INT-WFC RGB
image of IC 1613 (same field shown as in Fig. 9 of Paper I), with the age indicated by the contour colors. Since most associations exhibit age
dispersion, the left panel shows the age of the youngest association members, and the right panel the age of the older members. Color–code is:
cyan log age = 5.9, blue log age = 6.2, dark green log age = 6.5, light green log age = 6.8, yellow log age = 7.1, orange log age = 7.4, red
log age = 7.7, violet log age = 8.0. The largest concentration of young associations is found in the bubble region of the galaxy in the NE lobe.

of the association), rather than their concentration, that con-
strains Mup.

3.4. Total association mass

We used the Salpeter initial mass function to calculate the to-
tal mass of the OB associations of the catalog. The results must
be taken as a rough estimate, since our study can neither en-
sure membership of the targets, nor take into account the in-
completeness of our photometry at the faintest end of the color–
magnitude diagram. In addition, the IMF is not straight but its
slope changes at certain stellar masses (whose value vary in the
literature), and may also depend on metallicity (see review by
Kroupa & Weidner 2005). Since a detailed account of the mass
enclosed in the OB associations of IC 1613 is beyond the scope
of this paper, we approximated a constant slope of α = 2.35.

In the power-law form of the initial mass function, the num-
ber of stars with masses in the interval [M1,M2] of a population
can be expressed

N = C
∫ M2

M1

M−2.35dM, (3)

and the total mass enclosed in the same [M1,M2] interval

M = C
∫ M2

M1

M−1.35dM. (4)

We used Eq. (3) and the member masses produced by our anal-
ysis to estimate the IMF constant C. Since we applied no com-
pleteness correction to the faintest members, only OB candidates
were considered for the calculation (except identified blends and
very blue Q objects). We used the maximum mass of the associa-
tion Mup to represent M2, and M1 was set to be the lowest mass
of the lists of remaining members with M > 12 M�. In some
small associations, this list contains only one or even no stars; in

these cases, M1 was set to the minimum association mass. After
C was determined, we integrated the total association mass from
0.5 M� to Mup using Eq. (4). The results are listed in Table 1.

As we explained in the previous section, we suspect that
the IMF of the associations in our catalog is poorly sampled.
As a consequence, M2 and M1 may be very close values, and
produce an artificially large constant C. This can physically be
interpreted as degeneracy, an attempt to use two bins that are
too close to constrain the IMF. To avoid this effect as much as
possible, mass errors were also taken into account, but the total
masses derived for poorly populated associations must be inter-
preted with caution.

The masses we found for the associations range from 1.1 ×
102 M� to 5.1 × 103 M�, with an average (5.0 ± 5.4) × 102 M�.

3.5. Association ages

This work has rendered ages for the OB associations of IC 1613
ranging from log age = 5.9 to 7.7, usually with some spread.
We study their spatial distribution in Fig. 10. As expected, the
associations with the youngest age considered (log age = 5.9)
are concentrated in the bubble region of the galaxy, the NE lobe,
where spectacular giant HII shells are seen (Meaburn et al. 1988;
Valdez-Gutiérrez et al. 2001). Additional young associations are
also common on the SW bank of the HI-cavity that separates the
IC 1613’s optically brightest area into two (see Fig. 11), but the
average is shifted to slightly older ages of log age = 6.5–6.8.
In both areas, the youngest associations tend to cluster: it is un-
usual to find isolated associations of log age = 6.5 or 6.8. There
seems to be a galactic-scale age gradient in the NE direction,
with the youngest members being in the NE lobe. Finally, there
is a number of isolated associations far from the central stel-
lar concentrations (mainly in the south and western outskirts).
Some of them have members as young as log age = 5.9, which
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Table 3. Ages and Mup found for the associations: comparison with
Georgiev et al. (1999) results.

ID AGE[Myr] Mup/[M�]
[H78] This work [Gal99] This work [Gal99] This work
11 137 8 1.6–100 50 67
13 147,161,175 10 0.8–50 40 56
10 127 5 0.8–25 60 64
14 150,151 5 0.8–50 60 58
17 161 8 13–50 70 20
19 194 20 3–25 15 14
15 151,153 10 0.8–50 40 58
18 189,191 20 3–25 20 30
12 136,140,144 20 13–25 25 13

is unexpected, since they are far from the bubble region, the tra-
ditionally assumed locus of intense star formation.

The age spread is smaller on the SW bank of the HI hole,
where the typical maximum age is log age = 7.4. Older stars
(log age = 7.7) are found in the associations with the youngest
population in the bubble region (#137, #147, #151). Since this
area is rich in hydrogen (see Sect. 4.1), the age spread may
be the product of ongoing star formation. However, this could
also be an artifact of dust: an anomalous steeper reddening-law
would send stars to the red region of the Q vs. Vcorr diagram and
bias the analysis towards higher ages. Dust detection by IRAS
and Spitzer in the bubble region (Meaburn et al. 1988; Jackson
et al. 2006) support this hypothesis. The determination of spec-
tral types and spectroscopic reddening would settle the question,
but is left to a future paper. Another plausible explanation of the
large age dispersion in the bubble region is that we observe pop-
ulations at different depths in our line of sight; a kinematic study
would help us distinguish the different projected populations.

3.6. Comparison with previous works

Georgiev et al. (1999) present the most recent study of the
OB population of IC 1613. They analyzed the color–magnitude
diagrams of Hodge (1978)’s associations in the bubble region of
IC 1613 to derive ages and Mup. Their results are summarized in
Table 3, together with data from our counterpart associations. A
direct cross-match of both catalogs is not straightforward (as we
discuss in Paper I), with the additional problem that some Hodge
(1978)’s associations enclose more than one association of our
catalog. In these cases, the age-range listed under “This work”
encloses the ages of all the included associations, Mup being the
maximum of all of them.

The ages derived by Georgiev et al. (1999) are always in-
cluded in the interval we provided for our counterpart associ-
ation(s), usually close to the lower limit. The age derived by
Georgiev et al. (1999) for #161, the exception to this statement,
differs from our lowest value by 5 Myr. Our derived ages extend
to older values. The likely explanation is our selection criteria
for OB stars, which is more relaxed in V and B−V . Whether the
fainter targets are coeval reddened members or actually belong
to an older population needs to be established by future work
involving spectroscopy.

In terms of the uncertainties in deriving evolutionary masses,
both works roughly agree except for association #161, which in-
cludes some targets with a very blue Q color for which we could
not determine masses. Associations #161 and [H78]17 also do
not fully match, the latter having a larger number of members.
The different Mup could also be an association identification is-
sue.

Fig. 11. Relative distribution of neutral hydrogen and OB associations.
The grey shadow outlines the distribution of HI in IC 1613 (adapted
from Fig. 1 of Silich et al. 2006). Colored contours indicate the position
of the associations of Garcia et al. (2009). Color indicates the age of the
youngest members, with the same color code as in Fig. 10. Numbers
follow the HI fragment numbering of Silich et al. (2006). The HI cavity
is surrounded by fragments 1, 10, 11, 14, and 17.

4. The interplay of gas and stars

4.1. Associations and neutral gas

The distribution of the OB associations of IC 1613 can be ex-
plained by comparing it with the observations of neutral hydro-
gen from the Very Large Array at NRAO (Silich et al. 2006).
Inspection of Fig. 11 reveals five relative dispositions of gas
and young stars. The distribution of HII (Valdez-Gutiérrez et al.
(2001)’s catalog, for instance) relative to neutral hydrogen fol-
lows a similar pattern as OB stars.

1 Associations whose projected position matches that of high
masses of neutral hydrogen: The largest OB associations of
Garcia et al. (2009) are found in Silich et al. (2006) HI seg-
ments 1 (assocs. #127 and #137) and 2 (#147 and #151).
They are located in the active star-forming NE region of the
galaxy, where the highest concentrations of neutral hydro-
gen are also found (Silich et al. 2006). Since there is a large
hydrogen reservoir, star formation may still be at work, ex-
plaining the wide age spread seen in this region.

2 Associations located inside the HI void: There is no neu-
tral hydrogen on the SW edge of the HI cavity which, in
turn, is rich in associations. In this region, all hydrogen must
have been ionized. In fact, Valdez-Gutiérrez et al. (2001)’s
R14, R15, R16 and R17 HII regions overlap with the asso-
ciations. A similar scenario has been proposed for WLM,
where the neutral hydrogen appears to have been consumed
or ionized by star formation (Kepley et al. 2007). A smaller
initial amount of HI in this area than in fragments 1 and
2 would explain the present-day lack of hydrogen, and the
smaller age spread seen in this region. The origin of the
HI cavity remains unknown. Silich et al. (2006) concluded
that the multiple SNe scenario could not provide an explana-
tion. Hydrogen exhaustion by star formation seems a plausi-
ble explanation, or at least, a contributing factor.
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Table 4. Current mass of the most massive stars in IC 1613.

ID V Q ΔV SpT M log age ASSO FIG
[M�] [log yr]

63 598 19.017 –1.00 –0.85 Be 77 ± 4 6.2 146 A8
62 390 17.423 –0.88 –0.46 B1 Ia, (†) O9-B0 67 ± 3 6.5 137 A7
59 802 16.445 –0.67 –1.05 A2 Ia 64 ± 2 6.7 127 A7
34 964 18.624 –0.94 –0.52 O9.5 I 61 ± 6 6.35 43 A5
69 336 17.686 –0.87 –0.40 B0 Ia, (†) O8-9 59 ± 7 6.7 185 A7
69 476 18.891 –0.97 –0.29 (‡) O8 III or O4 V 58 ± 13 6.2 185 A7
64 379 19.495 –0.97 –0.88 – 58 ± 6 6.2 151 A7
57 798 18.712 –0.74 –2.65 – 58 ± 7 6.7 120 A5
64 066 19.026 –0.97 –0.31 (‡) O III 56 ± 6 6.2 147 A7
60 449 18.232 –0.88 –0.48 B1.5 Ia 55 ± 9 6.6 127 A7
73 775 19.309 –0.95 –0.81 Be 53 ± 4 6.35 196 A7
67 063 19.655 –0.96 –0.84 – 51 ± 6 6.2 176 A7
64 327 19.712 –0.96 –0.84 (‡) Of? 50 ± 7 6.2 147 A7

Notes. We also provide known spectral types when available, from Bresolin et al. (2007), Garcia et al. (2010, in prep. †) or Lozinskaya et al. (2002,
‡). For reference, photometric properties (observed V-mag., Q color and reddening correction ΔV), log age, their host association and the Paper I
figure where they can be found are listed.

3 Associations on the walls of HI shells: Far away from the
traditionally considered loci of current star formation in
IC 1613, we also find associations with very young mem-
bers: #17, #83, and #142 on the southern side, and on the
west side #3, #5, #6, #8, #12, #13,#15, #18, and the #16-#19-
#21-#22 complex. IC 1613’s HI distribution extends beyond
the HI-hole, and forms additional HI cavities and arc-like
structures (Lozinskaya et al. 2001; Silich et al. 2006) where
the listed associations are located (see Fig. 11).

4 Associations inside HI shells: Association #142, apparently
isolated, is located inside a hole in the middle of HI frag-
ment 17. This association may have consumed all the HI
gas in its vicinity or produced the hole by radiation pres-
sure. It is possible that additional associations are hidden
behind the HI; however, the density is low as confirmed
by the background galaxies seen. In the bubble region, we
find Lozinskaya et al. (2003)’s neutral hydrogen shells II
and III, which have kinematical ages 5.3–5.6 Myr, i.e.,
log age = ∼6.7. OB associations in this area span an age
interval of log age = 5.9 to 7.4–7.7, hence are consistent
with the hypothesis that OB stars have blown these shells.

5 Finally, our algorithm did not find any (or very few) OB asso-
ciations in the outer hydrogen ring of the galaxy correspond-
ing to HI fragments 4–9, 13, and 15–18, although isolated
blue stars are seen. The neutral hydrogen density is lower in
this region, which may explain the poorer production of mas-
sive stars. This suggests that the typical lengthscale of OB as-
sociations or clusters found by automatic methods should
correlate with the neutral hydrogen density, because of the
dependence of stellar density on this parameter.

4.2. Local induced star formation

Except for the NE lobe of IC 1613, OB associations and HII re-
gions are mostly concentrated at the edges of high HI masses.
Hodge et al. (1990) pointed out that this disposition of ion-
ized relative to neutral hydrogen resembles the patterns seen in
our Galaxy, where some hydrogen clouds display star forma-
tion concentrated near the edges. In the context of Elmegreen &
Lada (1977)’s work, this may be a signature of sequential star
formation of OB stars in a large molecular cloud. These authors
calculated that the new stars formed between the ionizing and
shock fronts originating in a group of OB stars and propagating

into the molecular cloud, are likely to be more massive than the
stars formed in unshocked faraway regions of the cloud. In this
scenario, given a large molecular cloud, OB stars would form
in a spatial and temporal sequence of bursts. Further refinement
of the age determination of the youngest population of IC 1613
would be important to test this hypothesis. However, this is not
possible without spectroscopic information.

The brightest stars of IC 1613 and the most populated asso-
ciations are located at the boundaries of the HII shells and the
intersection of different bubbles. Lozinskaya et al. (2002) stud-
ied whether the collision of expanding HII shells (driven by the
combined winds of central OB stars) with the neutral hydrogen
could induce star formation. HI and HII actually interact along
the lines defined by arc-like distributed stars (Lozinskaya et al.
2003) in the bubble-rich region of IC 1613. They concluded that
the bubble rims represent the most active star-forming region of
the galaxy.

Some of the associations of our catalog have members at
both the rim and the center of an HII region. We did not find dif-
ferent ages for center vs. rim members, in apparent contradiction
with the proposal that they have different formation mechanisms.
However, spectroscopy is needed to confirm this result.

The collision of expanding HI shells may also produce grav-
itational instability and star formation (Valdez-Gutiérrez et al.
2001; Lozinskaya et al. 2002; Efremov 2002), possibly forming
the outer OB associations of the galaxy.

5. Stellar masses

5.1. The most massive stars of IC 1613

Table 4 is a compilation of the heavy-weights of IC 1613: stars
enclosed in associations, with current estimated mass M ≥
50 M�. To calculate the error bars, we estimated the mass of
each star at the 8 positions of the square defined by the photo-
metric errors; the error bar represents the maximum of the ab-
solute difference of these values from the central stellar mass.
Hence, they account only for the photometric errors, and do not
attempt to simulate the intrinsic errors in the method.

There are 13 stars more massive than 50 M�, which are dis-
tributed in eleven associations. Except for associations #43 and
#120, all are located in the NE complex. We note that Table 4
is not a complete census of very massive stars in IC 1613, since
only stars in associations were considered when compiling this
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list. Stars with Q color bluer than the isochrones beyond the er-
rors were also discarded for Mup determination, but may have
high initial masses (as is the case for the WO of the galaxy).
Most of the Be stars in IC 1613 could also be left out of Table 4.

Three groups of stars can be distinguised in Table 4: bright
stars (V < 19), young faint stars (log age ∼6.2) and 57798,
which has a large reddening correction. One would likely have
suspected that 62 390, 59 802, 34 964, 69 336, and 60 449 were
very massive, as they are blue and belong to the group of eleven
brightest stars of IC 1613 (see Paper I). However, stars with
(V > 19) would likely have been missed in a survey to detect
the most massive members of the galaxy. Nonetheless, it is en-
couraging that, when spectral types are known, the stars of the
highest masses according to this photometric-based study corre-
spond to spectral types OBA, even for the fainter objects.

We now examine a case of large V-magnitude reddening cor-
rection: 57 798 (ΔV = −2.65). The star belongs to association
#120, which also hosts 58040, a B2 Iab star (see Table 1 and
Paper I). The targets are only 2.5′′ away, have very similar Q col-
ors (–0.74 and –0.82), and look point-like in the images. The star
57 798 (B − V = 0.62, U − B = −0.29) is remarkably more red-
dened than 58 040 (B−V = −0.09, U − B = −0.88). The R-band
VIMOS images of 57 798 appear to display nebulosity around
this object but not conclusively. A similar case of very high lo-
cal reddening (E(B − V) ∼ 0.5) was found and spectroscop-
ically confirmed for the LBVc V39 (see Herrero et al. 2010);
the colors of 57 798 are also remarkably similar to those of V39
(B − V = 0.62, U − B = −0.19, Q = −0.636). Spectroscopic
follow-up is planned to determine the true nature of 57 798.

5.2. Mass discrepancy in IC 1613?

The disagreement between evolutionary and spectroscopic
masses of OB stars is a long-standing problem, already reported
by Herrero et al. (1992). The difference was partly reconciled
when a more detailed description of the OB star atmospheres
was used to derive the spectroscopic masses (Herrero et al. 2002;
Repolust et al. 2004) or when other factors such as He abun-
dance were taken into account (see the review by Puls (2008)).
However, the discrepancy remains for some Galactic B-type su-
pergiants (Markova & Puls 2008) and some OB stars in the
metal-poor LMC and SMC (Massey et al. 2009). This work en-
ables the first evaluation of the mass discrepancy in a very metal-
poor environment.

In Table 5, we compare the mass derived in this work (evo-
lutionary mass) with the mass of 7 OB supergiants estimated by
Bresolin et al. (2007) from their quantitative spectroscopic anal-
ysis of FORS data (spectroscopic mass). The difference is larger
than (but on the order of) that found by Massey et al. (2009). The
evolutionary masses are a factor of 2 to 3 higher than the spec-
troscopic masses, except for one of the targets. Our error bars
for the evolutionary masses cannot explain the difference. The
most remarkable case in Table 5 is 60 449, with a five-fold dif-
ference between spectroscopic and evolutionary mass. Bresolin
et al. (2007) found no pecularity regarding this star. Their pro-
vided V-magnitude is the same as in the catalog of Garcia et al.
(2009), thus discarding the occurrence of an outburst. The high
mass derived in this work may be caused by the Q-color based
extinction correction, which amounts to –0.5 mag in V .

The reddening correction has an obvious impact on our re-
sults. We reported in Paper I that the values we derived for the
color excess E(B − V) are systematically larger than Bresolin
et al. (2007)’s, implying a larger correction in V . The reddening
correction may therefore explain the higher evolutionary masses

Table 5. Spectroscopic masses (Bresolin et al. 2007) vs. evolutionary
masses (this work) for OB supergiants in associations.

ID ASSO OTHER ID SpType log age Mass [M�]
evol spec

34964 43 B11 O9.5 I 6.35 61 21
58040 120 A7 B2 Iab 6.8 30 12
57613 122 B16 B1.5 Iab 7.0 29 13
60449 127 B4,[S71]A42 B1.5 Ia 6.6 55 11
62390 137 A10,[S71]22A B1 Ia 6.5 67 27
67841 179 A12,[S71]C52 B1.5 Iab 6.8 29 11
69336 185 B3,[S71]B42 B0 Ia 6.7 59 19

Notes. The names under “OTHER ID” column are from Bresolin et al.
(2007), except those marked as [S71] (Sandage 1971).

for some targets. However, the color excess we derive for 67 841
roughly agrees with that of Bresolin et al. (2007). Yet its evolu-
tionary mass is still twice as high as its spectroscopic mass, im-
plying that extinction is not the only factor at work. If we correct
67 841’s V-magnitude using the spectroscopic reddening correc-
tion and calculate its mass, the discrepancy is far from being rec-
onciled (we now obtain Mevol = 27 M�). Bresolin et al. (2007)
warn that their spectroscopic masses are a lower limit, since stel-
lar rotation could not be accounted for properly in their study. In
contrast, the evolutionary masses may have been overestimated
since we used non-rotating isochrones. Additional quantitative
analysis of higher resolution spectra are needed before any defi-
nite conclusion about the mass discrepancy can be drawn.

6. Summary

We have presented and discussed the physical properties of
the catalog of IC 1613 associations produced by our automatic
search code (Garcia et al. 2009). Even though the listed groups of
stars cannot be proven to be meaningful physical entities either
because of the underlying philosophy of the method, or because
the concept of OB association has changed, it is a necessary first
step in studying the population of young massive stars.

Our work here has involved the examination of images, and
both color–magnitude and color–color diagrams for all popula-
tions, to identify blends and outliers in the reddening plot, while
deriving ages and masses for the members. A useful tool, we
found, is the Q vs. Vcorr diagram, where isochrones are clearly
separated and colors are free from reddening. While this method
is affected by important drawbacks, such as the failure of the
Q parameter in non-standard reddening environments, the tradi-
tionally used B − V vs. V diagram is not free from them either.
The smaller amount of degeneracy in the Q color (compared to
B−V) of massive stars, and the agreement of our results with pre-
vious works (traditional population analysis of OB associations
and available spectroscopy for some members), support the use
of the Q vs. Vcorr diagram for young population analysis.

The associations concentrate in the bubble NE region of the
galaxy, with members being as young as log age = 5.9. In this
area, old members (log age = 7.7) are also seen. The spread in
age suggests that star formation is ongoing to the present day;
this is consistent with the large concentration of neutral hydro-
gen in the area. Young associations are also seen on the SW
edge of the HI cavity, where the average younger members have
log age = 6.8, but the age spread is smaller. Hardly any neutral
hydrogen is seen in this area.

We have found that the mass of the most massive member
usually increases with the number of OB members. However,
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very massive stars are also found in scarcely populated associa-
tions. While these findings may be caused by the systematics of
the present study, we may be witnessing a poorly sampled IMF
as is the case in the Galactic Trapezium cluster.

The average size of the associations in this catalog is 40 pc,
half the traditionally considered typical lengthscale. There is a
strong correlation between size and number of members.

Our procedure has proven very effective in finding massive
stars, with existing spectroscopic confirmation for some of them.
The evolutionary masses derived in this work are systematically
higher than the spectroscopic masses that Bresolin et al. (2007)
derived for the same objects. Extinction (while often overlooked)
may exacerbate the disagreement between mass measurements.
However, the discrepancy persists for at least one object for
which both Bresolin et al. (2007) and this work derive similar
E(B − V) values.

The final goal of the study presented in this paper was to
produce a list of interesting candidate OB stars either because
they are young, massive, and embedded in a dense environment
or because they may be in an advanced stage of evolution. It is
our immediate intention to perform a spectroscopic follow-up of
these candidates.
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Table 1. Properties of OB associations.

ID RA Dec NOB Radius Σ 〈dmin〉 log age Mup Notes 〈EBV〉 σEBV Mtot SpType
[deg] [deg] [′′] [pc−2] [′′] [log yr] [M�] [M�]

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14)
2 16.102215 2.110539 3 5.74 2.37E-03 5.80 7.1–7.4 13 / 13 � 0.262 0.220 3.62E+02
3 16.103825 2.152657 3 5.20 2.88E-03 3.43 6.5–7.1 16 / 16 � 0.148 0.053 4.44E+02
5 16.108092 2.114839 3 3.51 6.33E-03 3.60 6.5–6.8 33 / 33 ? 0.220 0.183 8.78E+02
6 16.110625 2.110028 2 5.06 2.03E-03 5.64 6.2–7.1 32 / 32 � 0.148 0.002 1.33E+02
7 16.112182 2.139603 3 2.88 9.40E-03 3.11 7.1–7.7 11 / 11 � 0.189 0.060 2.66E+02
8 16.116793 2.148229 4 5.62 3.29E-03 3.56 6.8–7.7 24 / 23 – 0.361 0.404 1.75E+02
9 16.116749 2.181977 3 5.66 2.43E-03 3.16 7.1 13 / 13 � 0.142 0.110 2.82E+02
10 16.120176 2.176666 3 3.36 6.90E-03 5.15 7.4–8.0 8 / 8 – 0.056 0.058 1.21E+02
11 16.125909 2.149869 4 4.40 5.37E-03 4.17 7.1–7.4 12 / 12 † 0.112 0.070 2.48E+02
12 16.125697 2.104176 3 3.29 7.20E-03 3.14 6.8–7.1 21 / 21 – 0.400 0.242 4.42E+02
13 16.127069 2.128816 4 4.84 4.44E-03 2.40 6.5–7.7 14 / 14 – 0.180 0.073 2.25E+02
14 16.129429 2.097499 1 4.50 1.28E-03 3.38 7.1–7.4 11 / 11 � 0.158 99.99 –1.00E+02
15 16.130444 2.093961 3 3.67 5.79E-03 5.35 5.9–7.7 18 / 18 – 0.158 0.073 2.15E+02
16 16.133370 2.165873 8 13.90 1.08E-03 3.04 5.9–7.7 27 / 27 �† 0.141 0.046 3.78E+02
17 16.130397 2.059373 3 2.42 1.33E-02 2.08 6.5–7.1 18 / 18 � 0.180 0.060 3.53E+02
18 16.132333 2.150075 4 5.92 2.97E-03 4.74 5.9–7.7 24 / 24 – 0.109 0.057 2.13E+02
19 16.132298 2.169800 3 3.07 8.27E-03 5.23 6.8–7.1 27 / 27 ?n� 0.537 0.597 3.81E+02
20 16.133645 2.077595 4 6.31 2.61E-03 3.76 7.1 12 / 12 – 0.152 0.096 3.29E+02
21 16.135528 2.161271 15 10.68 3.42E-03 2.42 5.9–7.7 30 / 29 ��† 0.110 0.078 6.97E+02 B1 Ia
22 16.138624 2.161875 3 1.90 2.16E-02 1.94 5.9–7.4 44 / 44 n 0.140 0.123 2.13E+02
23 16.140158 2.098123 3 3.09 8.16E-03 2.90 7.1–7.4 17 / 17 ?� 0.156 0.071 3.30E+02
24 16.143162 2.105718 5 5.87 3.77E-03 3.44 7.1–7.7 16 / 15 – 0.108 0.055 4.24E+02
25 16.150666 2.098182 6 8.32 2.25E-03 3.51 7.4–7.7 25 / 25 � 0.164 0.147 2.24E+02
26 16.149934 2.104582 3 4.59 3.70E-03 4.92 7.4–7.7 15 / 15 � 0.118 0.030 1.84E+02
27 16.150782 2.094274 4 3.95 6.66E-03 1.58 7.4–7.7 9 / 9 n 0.178 0.068 4.07E+02
28 16.154294 2.093873 3 4.74 3.47E-03 4.80 7.4–8.0 8 / 8 n 0.139 0.007 1.48E+02
29 16.156629 2.107164 2 2.40 9.02E-03 2.73 7.4–7.7 8 / 8 ?� 0.154 0.029 4.17E+02
30 16.157865 2.118325 3 3.91 5.10E-03 3.08 7.4–7.7 11 / 11 � 0.219 0.093 3.87E+02
31 16.160063 2.086166 3 3.21 7.57E-03 3.81 7.1–7.4 12 / 12 – 0.150 0.096 2.65E+02
33 16.167062 2.145645 5 6.00 3.61E-03 3.83 6.5–8.0 10 / 10 – 0.084 0.040 2.27E+02
34 16.173860 2.091680 5 8.71 1.71E-03 2.88 7.1–7.4 12 / 12 n� 0.219 0.142 3.40E+02
35 16.172452 2.151775 6 9.25 1.82E-03 2.99 5.9–8.0 15 / 15 � 0.110 0.078 2.51E+02
36 16.173835 2.146373 4 5.69 3.21E-03 4.51 7.4–7.7 10 / 10 – 0.266 0.207 1.69E+02
37 16.174840 2.174687 4 4.62 4.87E-03 4.54 6.5–7.7 19 / 19 – 0.115 0.046 1.86E+02
38 16.174955 2.083569 3 1.86 2.25E-02 2.79 6.8–7.4 13 / 13 – 0.165 0.090 1.96E+02
40 16.177356 2.153791 3 3.97 4.95E-03 3.97 7.4–7.7 16 / 16 ?� 0.270 0.032 2.03E+02
41 16.181246 2.070946 4 3.25 9.84E-03 2.87 7.4–7.7 10 / 10 – 0.220 0.184 3.01E+02
43 16.182817 2.112977 3 4.97 3.16E-03 5.50 6.5–7.1 62 / 61 – 0.400 0.208 4.00E+02 O9.5 I
44 16.186156 2.108783 6 10.82 1.33E-03 2.35 6.2–7.1 39 / 38 � 0.145 0.087 1.13E+03
45 16.185969 2.081011 2 5.25 1.89E-03 5.11 7.1–7.4 12 / 12 ?� 0.168 0.143 1.99E+02
47 16.187683 2.158649 3 3.35 6.95E-03 4.05 7.4 10 / 10 ? 0.241 0.187 2.96E+02
48 16.190017 2.110850 6 8.45 2.18E-03 2.66 7.1–7.7 23 / 23 n� 0.144 0.078 3.31E+02
51 16.194281 2.106449 5 11.77 9.38E-04 4.23 6.8–7.1 16 / 16 �� 0.108 0.044 6.94E+02
53 16.194693 2.132499 4 6.17 2.73E-03 3.27 6.8–7.1 17 / 16 � 0.121 0.008 3.40E+02 A5 Ib
54 16.198802 2.111230 9 9.30 2.70E-03 3.37 6.5–7.1 21 / 21 � 0.167 0.072 8.66E+02
56 16.203010 2.107146 12 16.35 1.17E-03 3.53 6.8–7.7 21 / 21 �† 0.191 0.181 4.81E+02
57 16.200013 2.100085 4 4.53 5.06E-03 4.56 5.9–6.8 35 / 35 ?n 0.269 0.048 4.01E+02
58 16.200024 2.125184 5 6.30 3.27E-03 2.81 6.5–7.4 14 / 14 ?� 0.161 0.082 5.69E+02
60 16.202105 2.078538 4 6.50 2.46E-03 2.86 6.8–7.7 44 / 40 ?� 0.350 0.310 4.07E+02
61 16.202044 2.128357 3 4.46 3.92E-03 2.29 6.8–7.7 20 / 20 – 0.167 0.054 4.39E+02 B8 Ib
63 16.204786 2.112106 7 7.42 3.30E-03 4.35 6.8–7.7 17 / 17 † 0.185 0.083 1.03E+03
64 16.204397 2.124905 4 3.37 9.15E-03 2.14 7.1–7.4 14 / 13 – 0.113 0.069 2.97E+02
66 16.205571 2.130890 6 6.17 4.10E-03 3.21 7.1–7.7 11 / 11 ?n�† 0.174 0.087 2.84E+02
67 16.206485 2.126462 3 3.68 5.76E-03 3.54 7.1–7.7 12 / 12 ? 0.082 0.082 1.43E+02
68 16.206628 2.099115 3 3.98 4.92E-03 5.32 6.5–7.4 12 / 12 ? 0.187 0.053 1.94E+02
69 16.209295 2.117948 6 7.01 3.17E-03 2.97 6.2–7.4 35 / 35 † 0.138 0.075 6.23E+02 B8 Iab
72 16.209589 2.101978 3 2.14 1.70E-02 3.39 7.1–7.4 14 / 13 ?n 0.184 0.094 3.05E+02
73 16.209537 2.131091 3 6.93 1.62E-03 3.56 6.5–7.1 28 / 28 – 0.153 0.067 4.51E+02
75 16.211725 2.106787 3 6.30 1.96E-03 3.86 7.1–7.4 12 / 12 ? 0.095 0.026 2.40E+02 A5 II
76 16.213125 2.076123 11 10.78 2.46E-03 2.60 5.9–7.4 21 / 21 � 0.175 0.091 7.57E+02
77 16.211226 2.072083 4 3.41 8.94E-03 2.23 6.8–7.4 18 / 17 ?� 0.168 0.098 3.36E+02
78 16.212151 2.158723 3 4.64 3.62E-03 4.60 6.5–7.4 21 / 21 ?� 0.181 0.143 4.94E+02
79 16.211941 2.127620 1 2.14 5.67E-03 2.20 7.1–7.4 11 / 11 ?� 0.110 99.99 –1.00E+02
80 16.212032 2.104437 3 2.31 1.46E-02 2.23 6.8–7.4 12 / 12 – 0.126 0.068 4.06E+02
81 16.213312 2.131232 3 4.27 4.28E-03 4.80 7.4 8 / 8 – 0.067 0.004 2.33E+02
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Table 1. continued.

ID RA Dec NOB Radius Σ 〈dmin〉 log age Mup Notes 〈EBV〉 σEBV Mtot SpType
[deg] [deg] [′′] [pc−2] [′′] [log yr] [M�] [M�]

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14)
82 16.213018 2.124339 4 2.55 1.60E-02 1.61 6.5–7.7 11 / 11 ?n 0.106 0.050 2.24E+02
83 16.214367 2.061752 2 3.68 3.84E-03 3.96 6.8 16 / 16 � 0.186 0.064 2.58E+02 Be
84 16.216014 2.101695 10 9.14 3.11E-03 2.77 6.5–7.7 23 / 23 � 0.220 0.101 3.37E+02
85 16.213772 2.118912 3 5.46 2.61E-03 5.64 7.1–7.4 14 / 14 ? 0.175 0.043 2.15E+02
86 16.214380 2.126652 3 2.29 1.49E-02 2.37 6.5–7.1 22 / 22 ?n 0.252 0.064 3.34E+02
87 16.215442 2.115048 4 5.02 4.12E-03 4.09 6.8–7.7 21 / 21 � 0.165 0.102 9.03E+02
88 16.217727 2.107367 9 11.77 1.69E-03 2.67 6.5–7.4 24 / 24 n 0.212 0.154 4.97E+02
89 16.218450 2.183555 5 5.26 4.70E-03 3.22 7.4–7.7 12 / 11 – 0.115 0.164 1.95E+02
90 16.218416 2.163930 3 3.89 5.15E-03 3.83 7.1–7.7 13 / 13 ? 0.128 0.137 2.20E+02
91 16.219528 2.079689 5 6.46 3.11E-03 2.90 6.8–7.4 13 / 13 � 0.150 0.048 6.22E+02
93 16.220890 2.084779 5 7.49 2.32E-03 3.99 6.8–7.7 12 / 12 � 0.164 0.103 3.09E+02
94 16.219702 2.103431 4 1.86 3.00E-02 1.18 5.9–7.1 37 / 37 ? 0.272 0.088 3.87E+02
95 16.220188 2.149358 3 2.90 9.27E-03 2.47 7.7–8.0 7 / 7 – 0.051 0.048 1.59E+02
96 16.222186 2.096009 4 6.37 2.56E-03 3.88 7.1–7.7 15 / 15 – 0.158 0.056 3.30E+02
97 16.222757 2.103359 2 3.60 4.01E-03 4.12 7.1–7.4 14 / 14 � 0.149 0.083 4.26E+02
98 16.223875 2.146328 3 7.11 1.54E-03 3.16 7.1–7.7 12 / 12 � 0.142 0.059 3.81E+02
99 16.223379 2.058472 2 3.33 4.69E-03 2.34 7.1 13 / 13 �� 0.219 0.016 2.42E+02

100 16.224860 2.169550 5 6.51 3.07E-03 3.39 7.4–8.0 9 / 9 – 0.113 0.046 2.17E+02
103 16.229149 2.096880 13 17.17 1.15E-03 2.95 6.8–7.4 25 / 25 �† 0.148 0.092 8.84E+02 B9 II
104 16.226815 2.155823 6 7.91 2.49E-03 3.63 7.1–7.7 12 / 12 ?n�� 0.173 0.111 4.04E+02 early-A II
106 16.227180 2.101775 10 11.33 2.02E-03 2.91 6.5–7.1 18 / 18 – 0.104 0.082 1.35E+03 B5 Ib
107 16.227032 2.107051 2 2.85 6.40E-03 3.49 - 12 / 12 n 0.106 0.088 3.05E+02
108 16.227880 2.084607 2 6.43 1.26E-03 3.79 6.8–7.4 20 / 20 ?� 0.101 0.084 1.59E+02
109 16.227894 2.147403 4 7.10 2.06E-03 3.15 6.5–8.0 15 / 15 ?� 0.172 0.095 1.24E+02
110 16.228626 2.173969 2 2.18 1.09E-02 2.26 6.8–7.7 14 / 14 ?� 0.147 0.124 1.37E+02
111 16.229030 2.104253 4 2.97 1.18E-02 1.61 6.8–7.4 15 / 15 ?� 0.128 0.051 3.90E+02
112 16.231603 2.093674 3 2.96 8.90E-03 2.51 7.1 26 / 26 ?n� 0.150 0.054 4.16E+02
113 16.231901 2.103999 3 4.94 3.19E-03 3.03 6.8–7.1 17 / 17 � 0.142 0.039 4.98E+02
114 16.235155 2.082594 17 15.41 1.86E-03 2.96 6.5–7.4 44 / 41 n� 0.217 0.159 8.51E+02
116 16.236758 2.089753 5 5.59 4.16E-03 3.98 6.8–7.1 17 / 17 � 0.205 0.091 1.60E+03
117 16.237337 2.079615 3 2.30 1.47E-02 2.29 7.1 16 / 16 – 0.125 0.026 2.39E+02
119 16.238087 2.173274 2 3.42 4.44E-03 3.31 7.1–7.7 9 / 9 � 0.064 0.020 1.21E+02
120 16.240415 2.096584 7 5.64 5.72E-03 3.47 6.5–7.1 63 / 58 n† 0.238 0.275 9.71E+02 B2 Iab
121 16.240945 2.177397 4 5.42 3.54E-03 3.80 7.1–7.7 14 / 14 � 0.138 0.136 2.03E+02
122 16.242760 2.079217 8 11.97 1.45E-03 2.36 6.8–7.1 29 / 29 �� 0.132 0.073 9.12E+02 B1.5 Iab
123 16.241480 2.089006 11 12.53 1.82E-03 2.91 6.2–7.4 39 / 39 �† 0.161 0.054 1.01E+03
124 16.241957 2.084267 3 6.50 1.85E-03 3.73 6.8–7.1 17 / 17 � 0.132 0.045 5.66E+02 A0 III
125 16.242312 2.124345 3 5.33 2.74E-03 3.36 6.2–7.1 20 / 20 n� 0.173 0.031 2.36E+02
126 16.243098 2.093806 2 7.11 1.03E-03 3.41 7.1–7.4 20 / 20 � 0.155 0.139 1.70E+02
127 16.248152 2.153727 34 24.42 1.48E-03 2.47 5.9–7.4 71 / 64 ��† 0.142 0.084 2.07E+03 A2 Ia, B1.5 Iab
128 16.242096 2.149247 3 4.20 4.42E-03 3.89 7.1–7.4 11 / 11 � 0.218 0.019 5.77E+02 Be
129 16.242767 2.101736 2 4.87 2.19E-03 2.31 6.5–7.1 19 / 18 �� 0.246 0.203 4.80E+02
130 16.244092 2.158721 1 4.10 1.55E-03 3.42 7.1 9 / 9 � 0.133 99.99 -1.00E+02
131 16.243844 2.098030 3 3.91 5.10E-03 4.13 6.8–7.4 14 / 14 – 0.110 0.017 8.04E+02
132 16.248173 2.090002 7 11.02 1.50E-03 2.84 5.9–7.1 45 / 45 ��† 0.177 0.079 5.80E+02
133 16.247413 2.085148 5 7.32 2.42E-03 3.36 6.8–7.1 17 / 17 � 0.159 0.072 4.90E+02
134 16.246209 2.071744 1 1.89 7.27E-03 2.63 5.9 15 / 15 n� 0.192 99.99 -1.00E+02
135 16.249324 2.097876 22 16.80 2.03E-03 2.75 5.9–7.4 26 / 26 n��† 0.153 0.126 1.80E+03
136 16.247844 2.148337 4 6.73 2.29E-03 4.60 7.1 13 / 13 – 0.062 0.033 1.33E+02
137 16.253227 2.178541 38 23.45 1.80E-03 2.53 6.2–8.0 71 / 67 �† 0.116 0.069 1.46E+03 B1 Ia, B5 Iab
138 16.248630 2.163478 2 3.40 4.50E-03 1.42 7.1–7.4 11 / 11 ?�� 0.113 0.026 2.61E+02
140 16.248518 2.144179 3 2.46 1.29E-02 2.27 7.1–7.4 10 / 10 ? 0.172 0.059 3.20E+02
142 16.250423 2.054868 2 2.36 9.33E-03 2.39 5.9–6.8 19 / 19 � 0.180 0.022 7.59E+02
143 16.250916 2.170979 3 3.22 7.52E-03 4.49 7.1–7.4 11 / 11 – 0.089 0.039 3.94E+02
144 16.251720 2.146901 1 3.65 1.95E-03 3.73 7.1–7.4 13 / 13 � 0.048 99.99 –1.00E+02
145 16.252874 2.086635 8 9.28 2.41E-03 3.26 6.5–7.4 24 / 23 �† 0.130 0.036 6.47E+02
146 16.254549 2.104795 6 9.79 1.63E-03 3.81 5.9–7.4 77 / 77 �† 0.252 0.272 4.86E+02 Be
147 16.257084 2.158485 39 21.34 2.23E-03 2.40 5.9–7.7 56 / 56 ��† 0.151 0.125 2.51E+03
148 16.254275 2.092485 6 7.15 3.05E-03 4.63 6.8–7.4 18 / 18 � 0.346 0.274 5.27E+02
149 16.254539 2.171786 3 3.02 8.55E-03 3.92 7.1–7.4 9 / 9 ? 0.118 0.072 3.97E+02
150 16.255150 2.142742 3 3.09 8.16E-03 2.52 6.2–7.1 23 / 23 � 0.066 0.056 4.70E+02
151 16.260516 2.140498 69 31.99 1.75E-03 2.44 5.9–7.7 59 / 58 n† 0.115 0.096 5.12E+03 O9 I, B1 Ia
152 16.256125 2.190009 3 4.50 3.85E-03 4.97 7.1–7.7 12 / 12 – 0.105 0.020 1.61E+02
153 16.256249 2.125097 3 5.60 2.49E-03 2.93 5.9–7.4 18 / 18 n 0.059 0.059 1.63E+02
154 16.256969 2.072318 1 3.72 1.88E-03 1.28 6.5 8 / 8 n� 0.426 99.99 –1.00E+02
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Table 1. continued.

ID RA Dec NOB Radius Σ 〈dmin〉 log age Mup Notes 〈EBV〉 σEBV Mtot SpType
[deg] [deg] [′′] [pc−2] [′′] [log yr] [M�] [M�]

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14)
155 16.258348 2.100803 7 7.63 3.12E-03 2.80 6.2–7.4 31 / 31 � 0.112 0.085 6.75E+02
157 16.259700 2.153904 3 5.86 2.27E-03 4.84 6.8–7.7 22 / 22 ?n 0.330 0.487 1.92E+02
158 16.258826 2.173986 3 3.35 6.95E-03 4.12 6.8–7.4 36 / 34 ?n 0.380 0.390 2.31E+02
160 16.259788 2.106187 4 2.72 1.40E-02 1.34 6.8–7.4 24 / 23 n 0.242 0.082 4.51E+02
161 16.262861 2.161338 7 7.65 3.11E-03 2.31 7.1–7.7 21 / 20 � 0.166 0.074 2.45E+02 B9 Ia
162 16.262323 2.169053 3 3.76 5.51E-03 4.02 6.5–7.1 34 / 34 – 0.103 0.011 5.45E+02 O5–6 V
163 16.262203 2.084492 3 4.94 3.19E-03 4.85 6.5–7.4 21 / 21 – 0.216 0.074 4.10E+02
164 16.262549 2.196617 2 3.48 4.29E-03 3.96 7.1 11 / 11 ? 0.193 0.234 2.28E+02
165 16.264022 2.181578 4 4.46 5.23E-03 4.94 7.1–7.4 11 / 11 � 0.102 0.037 4.24E+02
167 16.266025 2.101659 3 3.70 5.69E-03 4.76 6.8–7.1 15 / 15 ? 0.170 0.075 1.22E+02
168 16.265918 2.097347 3 2.76 1.02E-02 2.35 5.9–7.1 33 / 33 ? 0.257 0.291 1.22E+03
169 16.266384 2.192655 4 4.08 6.24E-03 3.19 7.1 16 / 15 – 0.061 0.014 1.59E+03
170 16.266803 2.166934 2 3.79 3.62E-03 3.82 6.5–7.4 11 / 11 ?� 0.124 0.052 1.63E+02
171 16.266873 2.138073 2 4.71 2.34E-03 3.34 7.1–7.4 11 / 11 � 0.114 0.062 2.62E+02
173 16.268078 2.152881 3 5.08 3.02E-03 5.54 7.1–7.4 16 / 16 � 0.126 0.021 4.57E+02
174 16.268225 2.203677 3 4.75 3.46E-03 5.18 7.1–7.7 14 / 14 – 0.045 0.015 1.54E+02
175 16.270523 2.157452 12 16.62 1.13E-03 2.28 5.9–7.4 42 / 41 ��† 0.101 0.094 1.19E+03
176 16.268470 2.163499 3 2.01 1.93E-02 2.66 6.2–6.5 51 / 51 � 0.170 0.086 4.81E+02
177 16.271771 2.186759 4 8.32 1.50E-03 3.83 6.8–7.4 18 / 18 – 0.056 0.020 3.23E+02
178 16.271105 2.200210 4 2.87 1.26E-02 2.87 5.9–7.7 10 / 10 – 0.077 0.037 4.14E+02
179 16.271636 2.142294 3 2.35 1.41E-02 2.82 6.8–7.1 30 / 29 ?� 0.158 0.033 3.49E+02 B1.5 Iab
180 16.273082 2.147837 4 5.69 3.21E-03 3.05 7.1–7.7 16 / 16 � 0.141 0.090 7.39E+02
182 16.273732 2.204206 4 4.89 4.35E-03 3.77 7.1–7.7 14 / 14 – 0.063 0.013 2.22E+02
184 16.273774 2.177004 3 1.26 4.91E-02 2.06 7.4–7.7 9 / 9 ? 0.194 0.144 2.28E+02
185 16.276164 2.158762 7 6.38 4.47E-03 1.82 5.9–6.8 61 / 59 n�� 0.074 0.046 1.84E+03 B0 Ia
186 16.275929 2.194830 3 2.13 1.72E-02 1.98 7.1–7.7 10 / 10 ? 0.121 0.002 1.84E+02
187 16.276569 2.178761 3 2.88 9.40E-03 3.39 6.5–6.8 42 / 42 – 0.112 0.105 5.35E+02 O3-4 V((f))
188 16.277759 2.145682 4 2.50 1.66E-02 2.42 7.1 14 / 14 ? 0.094 0.061 6.86E+02
189 16.278765 2.164795 3 3.30 7.16E-03 3.66 6.5–7.4 12 / 12 ?� 0.135 0.076 2.73E+02
191 16.283802 2.166530 9 13.72 1.24E-03 2.62 6.8–7.4 31 / 30 – 0.093 0.042 8.40E+02 O9 III
192 16.286930 2.151835 0 3.92 0.00E+00 5.50 5.9 -99 / -99 ?n� 99.99 99.99 -1.00E+02
193 16.288172 2.181669 4 3.99 6.53E-03 2.70 6.8–7.7 12 / 12 ? 0.205 0.274 1.74E+02
194 16.290408 2.170542 5 6.56 3.02E-03 4.58 6.5–7.4 14 / 14 ?n 0.100 0.074 4.06E+02
195 16.290153 2.185749 3 4.37 4.08E-03 4.48 7.1–8.0 11 / 11 ?n 0.127 0.052 1.05E+02
196 16.295735 2.207267 4 6.12 2.78E-03 3.71 6.2–7.7 53 / 53 – 0.174 0.123 4.58E+02 Be
197 16.306976 2.139009 5 7.46 2.33E-03 3.21 6.5–7.7 15 / 15 n� 0.143 0.070 9.82E+02

Notes. The content of different columns is: (1) OB association identification number. (2) and (3) Right ascension (RA) and declination (Dec) of
the center determined from the average of the positions of the OB members, equinox J2000.0. (4) Number of OB members (NOB) used in the
age and mass determination of the association; this figure includes the blue members listed in Garcia et al. (2009) except for blends found from
inspection of images and objects with Q-color bluer than the youngest considered isochrone beyond the errors. (5) Radius estimate, defined as half
the maximum distance between two members of the association (non-OB stars are not considered in the calculation). (6) Stellar surface density
Σ = NOB/(πR[pc]2). (7) Distance of each OB member to its closest neighbor, averaged over the association. (8) log age, determined from the
analysis of the association’s Q vs. Vcorr diagram. When two values are provided, they represent the age interval enclosing the association. (9) Mass
of the most massive star of the association, determined from the position of the star on the Q vs. Vcorr diagram and comparison with theoretical
isochrones. The provided value is the weighted average of the closest isochrone-point masses to the star. Stars showing blends were not used
for Mup determination. First value: initial stellar mass. Second value: current stellar mass. (10) Notes: “?” – dubious association (associations
with a small number of members, with a significant fraction under suspicion of being blends or not blue stars); “n” – an individual entry in the
table caption; “�” – at least one member was discarded for age determination because of very blue Q (<–1.0); “�” – sequence of objects with Q
smaller than the youngest isochrone (in disagreement with the remaining members) but separated from it by a smaller distance than the errors; we
checked that these points are neither galaxies nor blends, but were not used for age determination. “†” – the association shows two or more age
trends. (11) Average value of extinction towards the bona-fide members of the association, estimated from their colors using Eq. (3) of Paper I;
The derived mean value for extinction when averaged over all the OB associations is 0.16. (12) Standard deviation of the extinction towards the
members of the association; if only one member is available to calculate the average extinction, this value is set to 99.99. (13) Total mass of the
association Mtot calculated using a regular Salpeter initial mass function (IMF) down to 0.5 M� (see Sect. 3.4) and maximum mass Mup (1st
value of Col. 9). A minimum of two valid members (Col. 4) are required to calculate the association mass, otherwise the value provided here is
–1.00E+02. (14) Known spectral types for members, from Bresolin et al. (2007).

Comments on individual associations:
Assoc. #16 may form a larger group with #19, #21 and #22. Their ages are consistent with this hypothesis.
Assocs. #27 and #28: Their brightest members are close to a bright foreground star, which may alter their photometry. The affected members

are discarded.
Assoc. #34: The two brightest members (id: 32277, 32501) are blended and therefore discarded for age and mass determination.
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Assoc. #48: Visual inspection reveals a blue gaseous filament overlapping with association members. Spitzer observations at 8 μm, which
traces PAH and hot dust, found a peak in the area covered by associations #43, #44 and #48.

Assoc. #57’s brightest member may be contaminated by a nearby object.
Assoc. #66: Visual inspection revealed that the brightest member, with very red B − V , is an extended source. This target was discarded.
Assoc. #72’s brightest member may be contaminated by a nearby object.
Assocs. #76 and #77 are only 7′′ away. Their populations exhibit a similar age distribution.
Assoc. #82: The two brightest members are very close to each other but well resolved in WFPC2 images.
Assoc. #86: Its brightest member shows a lobular shape in WFPC2 images, suggesting that it may be an unresolved triple system.
Assoc. #88: Its B − V vs. V diagram is bimodal, one set of stars following the main sequence and the other having redder B − V colors. The

stars in the latter sequence look extended in the INT images, hence were discarded for age and mass determination.
Assoc. #104: Its brightest member (id: 52443) may be contaminated by a nearby object.
Assoc. #107: This association was discarded because it only has two valid members. It is close to #106; the age of the remaining members is

in agreement with that of #106.
Assoc. #112: The two brightest members are very close to each other, and might be not well resolved by our photometric reduction.
Assoc. #113: Extra-reddening is seen in the B − V vs. V diagram as an offset.
Assoc. #114: The three brightest blue members are very close to each other, but well resolved in VLT-VIMOS images. After cleaning the Q

vs. Vcorr diagram from a vertical sequence of stars with redder Q which seem to be blends in the images, there is a very well defined sequence of
stars following the 7.1 isochrone.

Assoc. #120: The brightest members are very close to each other.
Assoc. #125: Its brightest member could be contaminated by a nearby red star, although its normal colors suggest otherwise.
Assoc. #134: All members have Q color bluer than the youngest isochrone. The brightest member, however, is close to the 5.9 isochrone within

the analysis errors, and was used for age and mass determination.
Assoc. #135: See Sect. 2.3.
Assoc. #151 is the most populated association of our catalog. It includes IC 1613’s supernova remnant (SNR). Our catalog’s entries for the

SNR are discarded for age and mass determination.
Assoc. #153’s brightest star was discarded because it is blended with a nearby object.
Assoc. #154 encloses IC 1613’s known oxygen Wolf-Rayet, found by Dodorico & Rosa (1982). Some entries of our OB-star candidate list are

knots of the nebula ionized by the WR and discarded for age and mass determination. The points left do not allow us to derive the association age;
the value listed in Table 1 is the age of evolutionary points of Z = 0.004 with surface abundances matching those derived for the WO by Kingsburgh
& Barlow (1995), and similar Teff and Lbol. Those points correspond to an initial mass ranging from 60 M� to 120 M�, having currently ∼10 M�.
Since the present analysis does not allow us to refine the result any further, these values were not provided in column Mup.

Assoc. #157: The brightest star is triple in VLT-VIMOS images but unresolved in our catalog.
Assoc. #158 contains 64 029 (or V39), the Luminous Blue Variable candidate (LBVc) we report in Herrero et al. (2010).
Assoc. #160’s brightest star (id: 64338) could be blended to another member (id: 64346).
Assoc. #185: The association displays a very high stellar density. The brightest members might be contaminated by nearby objects.
Assoc. #192: There may be contamination of the brightest star with a red star. The pair is resolved in VLT-VIMOS R-band images. All

members have Q color bluer than the youngest isochrone, hence the association is classified “dubious” and we provide NOB=0 in Table 1. We
adopted log age = 5.9.

Assoc. #194: The brightest object of this association is discarded, because it is an edge-on background spiral galaxy.
Assoc. #195: The brightest object of this association is discarded, because it likely is a background galaxy.
Assoc. #197: The brightest member (id: 75661) is discarded for age and mass determination because of its very blue Q color and because it

may be contaminated by a nearby object.
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Appendix A: Color–magnitude and color–color diagrams of the associations

Fig. A.1. Color–magnitude diagrams of all groups listed in Garcia et al. (2009)’s catalog. Green dots in the background represent the complete list of targets with
good photometric quality data in IC 1613. Blue circles represent the OB candidate stars of the associations, and red circles other members. Lejeune & Schaerer
(2001)’s 0.2 Z� isochrones are included for reference, shifted to account for distance (DM = 24.27) and foreground reddening E(B − V) = 0.02. Different colors
represent different log age, as indicated in the legend.
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Fig. A.1. continued.
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Fig. A.1. continued.
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Fig. A.1. continued.
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Fig. A.1. continued.
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Fig. A.1. continued.
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Fig. A.1. continued.
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Fig. A.2. Q vs. Vcorr color–magnitude diagrams of all groups listed in Garcia et al. (2009). Colored lines represent the theoretical isochrones with the same age code
as in Fig. A.1, shifted by the DM, but without any correction for foreground extinction. Black diamonds represent V-magnitudes of the blue members, corrected
from total extinction (foreground and local). Red circles represent the red members. These diagrams were used for age and mass determinations.
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Fig. A.2. continued.
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Fig. A.2. continued.
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Fig. A.2. continued.
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Fig. A.2. continued.
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Fig. A.2. continued.
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Fig. A.2. continued.
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Fig. A.3. U − B vs. Q color–color diagrams of the associations, using the same color code as in Fig. A.1. Theoretical isochrones are included for reference. Since
no extinction correction was applied, the lines mark the locus of an unreddened population. A population parallel to the isochrones but shifted indicates reddening.
Note that the isochrones of all ages overlap. This provides further supporting evidence for the selection criteria (Q < −0.4) to find candidate blue massive stars used
in Garcia et al. (2009).
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Fig. A.3. continued.
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Fig. A.3. continued.
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Fig. A.3. continued.
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Fig. A.3. continued.
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Fig. A.3. continued.
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Fig. A.3. continued.
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Fig. A.4. B − V vs. U − B color–color diagrams. Color codes for points are the same as in Fig. A.1. The red line indicates the reddening vector for O3-O9 stars.
The other lines are the calibration of color with spectral type of Allen (2000) for O5-M5 main sequence stars (green), G5-M5 giants (blue) and O3-M5 supergiants
(pink).
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Fig. A.4. continued.
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Fig. A.4. continued.
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Fig. A.4. continued.
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Fig. A.4. continued.
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Fig. A.4. continued.
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Fig. A.4. continued.
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Appendix B: On the systematics of automatic
methods to build OB association catalogs

In this work, we have found an average size of OB associa-
tions of ∼40 pc, with the peak of the distribution ranging from
14 pc to 42 pc. This figure is half the universal size of asso-
ciations proposed by Efremov et al. (1987) and Ivanov (1991):
80 pc. The accepted paradigm of massive star formation is evolv-
ing and the concept of OB association is changing to that of
a scale-free global distribution, hence the concept of universal
size is now meaningless. However, it is reasonable to expect
that objective automatic methods following the same philoso-
phy of searching for OB clusterings would lead to similar re-
sults. Ivanov (1996) found an average size of roughly 80 pc from
the average of an heterogenous set of data including IC 1613,
other irregular galaxies (NGC 6822, Pegasus, Sextans A, GR 8,
Ho IX) and nearby spirals (M 31, M 33). Bresolin et al. (1998)
analyzed HST-WFPC2 data for 7 spirals, and found the same
value. Bresolin et al. (1996) finds very similar association size
distributions in LMC, SMC, M 33, NGC 6822, and M 101, with
a peak in the range 40–80 pc and a mean size of 90 pc. These
works produced larger values than derived here by a factor of 2.

In this section, we explore the reason for our different typical
sizes. Obviously, the adopted minimum number of OB members
plays an important role. Bastian et al. (2007) show that there
is also a correlation of the resulting association sizes with an-
other free parameter of the method, the search distance (DS see
Paper I), or maximum distance between two association neigh-
bors: the smaller DS , the smaller the resulting associations.
Nevertheless, we suspect the differences are largely related to
the instrumental set-up used to build the input photometric cat-
alogs and the distance to the subject galaxy. Pietrzyński et al.
(2001, 2005) already pointed out that the typical sizes derived
for the OB associations in the Sculptor Group (NGC 300 and
NGC 7793 galaxies) are larger than in the Local Group.

We considered the dependence of the results of friends-of-
friends based analyses on two instrumental parameters: spatial
resolution (Fig. B.1) and the faintest V-magnitude reached in the
photometric input catalog (Fig. B.2).

There is a strong dependence of the mean size of the found
associations on the spatial resolution of the detector. To perform
a comparison consistently, we translated the pixel scale into par-
secs per pixel (pc/px) so as to represent the same physical length
in all galaxies. As the parsecs per pixel increase (either because
of poorer detector spatial resolution or because the galaxy is far-
ther away), the average diameter increases (Fig. B.1).

The limiting magnitude of the observations strongly affects
the number of associations found by the automatic algorithms,
as shown in Fig. B.2. (The galaxies studied in Bresolin et al.
1998 are not included in this plot since information about nei-
ther the faint limit nor the length of exposures is provided.
The work of Ivanov 1996 was also not considered, as the in-
put photometry does not cover entirely the galaxies.) More as-
sociations are found when the input catalog of stars is deeper.
When several works are available for the same galaxy and their
limit V-magnitude is different, DS is smaller in the deeper cata-
log. This is a consequence of the increased stellar density in the
deeper catalog with more detections. Consequently, the smaller
OB associations are found in the catalog with the faintest limit.

Fig. B.1. The typical size of the associations found in a galaxy increases
as the relative spatial resolution of the detector is poorer. To use a ho-
mogeneous scale, for each galaxy-detector combination we convert the
pixel scale into parsecs per pixel. Different symbols indicate different
galaxies: IC 1613 (Garcia et al. 2009; Borissova et al. 2004; Ivanov
1996), NGC 6822 (Wilson 1992; Ivanov 1996), M 33 (Wilson 1991),
M 31 (Magnier et al. 1993; Ivanov 1996), NGC 300 (Pietrzyński et al.
2001), NGC 7793 (Pietrzyński et al. 2005), and the sample of spiral
galaxies of Bresolin et al. (1998).

Fig. B.2. The number of associations found in a galaxy increases as the
input catalog is deeper. Symbols as in Fig. B.1. (The sample of Bresolin
et al. 1998 is not included because they provided no information about
Vlimit. The sample of Ivanov 1996 is not included, as the input photo-
metric catalogs do not cover the entire galaxies.)

Hence, there is compelling evidence that the mean size of
the associations found by friends-of-friends algorithms depends
strongly on instrumental parameters, the faint limit, and the rel-
ative resolution (parsec scale) of the detector. This is not a new
result, only a reflection of what already happened when work-
ing by eye on photographic plates. Automatic objective methods
such as friends of friends algorithms can still play a crucial role
in ensuring consistent and comparable studies of OB associa-
tions, as long as they use an equivalent instrumental set-up or
take these effects into account.
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